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all Cork Stoppered and Beer Cap
Bottles. Used in Kitchen Chateau
Restaurant Bars for Wine
Enthusiast and Waiters White
$13.99 $14.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

Durable High Quality and Easy to Open: Our polished finished corkscrew is made by

premium zinc alloy, which ensures longer durability and stronger corrosion resistance.

The lever principle applied structure saves your strength to open the wine easily.

Multifunctional Wine and Beer Opener: The considerately designed end opens all

beer cap bottles efficiently and allows you to take it safely, hang on it conveniently.

The exquisite screw removes corks from most cork-stoppered bottles, including wine,

olive oils, vinegars.

Ergonomic Anti-Slip Wing Handle: Ergonomic curved lines and the anti-slip rubber

grip cover contribute to a comfortable gasp and less downward pressure to pull out

the cork. The hard sharp zinc alloy screw helps you rotate the corkscrew into the cork

quickly.

Contemporary Modern Design: Our sturdy wine bottle opener feels substantial when

held in your hand and looks elegant on the table. It is the best wing corkscrew wine

opener used at both formal and casual occasions for home, bars, meetings, party or

wedding ceremony.

Satisfied Purchase Ensued: We emphasize both high quality and leading after-sale

customer service. We stand back at our product. Any issue, just contact us via e-mail

through your buyer center to enjoy an efficient solution. Our prompt helpful customer

service will surely work out all your issues.
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